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The Hague Tribunal: Only the Serbs are Prosecuted,
KLA and Croatian War Crimes Ignored
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Long live the European court, the most humane court in the world! 

That is  why seven times as many Croat and more than ten times as many (Kosovar)
Albanian war crimes suspects, in percentage terms relative to Serbs, were acquitted by the
Hague Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, with Radovan Karadzic being just its
latest victim. (Source via this recent infographic from Russian newspaper Komsomolskaya
Pravda).

No matter that well before Srebrenica you had Sisak, where 595 Serb civilians of which 120
were women were disappeared by Croatian paramilitaries  in  1991-1992.  Everyone has
heard of Srebrenica; almost nobody has heard heard of Sisak. The largest ethnic cleansing
action of the entire war occurred in the wake of Operation Storm, when 200,000 Serbs were
removed from the territories of Serbian Krajina to create the homogenous Croatia we have
today. Croatia’s wartime leader Tudjman died peacefully and was buried with full honors
and with no protests from the West.

It’s hard to think of an ethnic group, barring the Jews and possibly the Armenians, that has
had a more traumatic 20th century. 25% of Serbians died in World War I. Another 25% died
again  in  WW2 at  the  hands  of  the  Nazis’  rabid  hounds,  the  Ustaše.  They  were  then
incorporated  into  a  federal  state  headed  by  an  ethnic  Croat  whose  internal  divisions
stranded many Serbs outside of Serbia’s borders. When in the wake of Yugoslavia’s collapse
those stranded Serbs took up arms to defend themselves against revived nationalisms in
Croatia  and  Bosnia  –  and  ultimately,  in  their  own  country,  against  the  metastasized
Molenbeek  that  was  Kosovo  –  they  were  steadily  pushed  back  to  their  bombed  out
heartlands, unable to mount a sustained resistance against the Clinton clique’s sponsorship
of the Croats and the Kosovars, cowardly betrayals from the Yeltsin regime in Russia, and
the vaccilating Milosevic himself, always seeking to make deals with the “Western partners”
(he only wised up to the fact that you can never trust the West by the time he was on the
dock).

To round it all off, it was Serbia that had to send all its wartime leaders and generals off to
the absolutely fair and impartial judgments of the Hague Tribunal – so fair and impartial that
three times as many Serbs received prison sentences than all the other combatant parties
combined – to be sacrificed on the altar of promised Euro-Atlantic integration.

A promise that now rings as almost completely hollow, the only result since then being the
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accession of Croatia to the EU, while Serbia has continued falling apart with the loss of
Montenegro. And as of today, it is increasingly clear that the only additional peoples the EU
is interested in integrating – or trying to, anyway – are young male Muslim refugees.

But not all hope is yet lost.

Perhaps Karadzic will eventually be seen not as the last knight of a dying order, but as one
of the first heralds of a new dawn. It was NATO’s attack on Serbia more than anything else
that lifted Russia from its blind-drunk 1990s pro-Western stupor, and it has become more
and more active at countering further Western designs on its territories – in Crimea and
Novorossiya, and in the sovereign state of Syria. The pushback against the globalist cabal
will continue and this time Serbia will no longer be alone should it rejoin the struggle.

It is not beyond the realm of possibility that Karadzic, despite his advanced age, will live
long enough to see the wrongs done unto his people this past century avenged and to set
foot one last time on a liberated Serbia.
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